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Surveillance Capitalism is a business model that initially supported “Free” software, apps, and online
services such as social media sites and web browsers.
However, connected products and services that require payment to participate such as smartphones are
supported by the Surveillance Capitalism business model which poses numerous privacy, cyber security,
and consumer exploitation threats that need to be addressed by law makers, the FTC, and FCC.
Data driven technology providers such as Google, Apple, Microsoft, Facebook, Amazon, and other tech
giants all have adopted the Surveillance Capitalism business model in order to exploit their customers for
financial gain via online services, voice automated products (Alexa, Siri, Google Assistant, Cortana), and/or
connected products such as smartphones.
The concept behind Surveillance Capitalism is to develop something of value such as an app that will
provide convenience for the product user who in return will trade some personal and professional “Digital
DNA” (surveillance & sensitive user data) that can be exploited for financial gain by the app developer.
On paper this concept sounds like a fair deal but in reality the Surveillance Capitalism business model
poses numerous privacy, cyber security, and consumer exploitation threats as we are seeing in the news
today in regards to the Facebook Cambridge Analytica Incident.
This week Mark Zuckerberg (Cofounder Facebook) is going to testify before congress in regards to the
privacy, cyber security, and consumer exploitation threats associated with the misuse of the Facebook
user’s personal information by Cambridge Analytica.
Law makers, the FCC, FTC, and the public at large need to look at the Surveillance Capitalism business
model rather than just focus on Facebook Cambridge Analytica. Facebook Cambridge Analytica is just a
symptom of a much larger problem which is Surveillance Capitalism in general.
Law makers, the FCC, FTC, and the public at large need to realize that the privacy, cyber security, and
consumer exploitation threats associated with Facebook Cambridge Analytica are systemic to all online
services such as social media and all connected products supported by Surveillance Capitalism.
Connected product users are at risk due to the fact that connected products supported by the android OS,
Apple iOS, and Microsoft Windows 8 & 10 OS that are supported by a predatory surveillance and data
acquisition (“data mining”) business practices employed by the product developers.
Connected technology today is driven by apps which provide the product user with entertainment, ease
of use, and convenience.
It is obvious that apps which support products such as smartphones and tablet PCs are so intuitive that
product descriptions and instruction manuals are not needed.
Aside from being easy to use, most apps that provide entertainment, ease of use, and convenience come
at a price that no one can argue with which is “Free”.
What a wonderful connected world we live in today where the driving force between connectivity is
“Free” software in the form of apps.
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I remember a time when software was expensive, cumbersome, and laborious to install while being
complicated to use. I also remember product descriptions and instruction manuals that supported the
software read like War and Peace.
For the most part we can thank social media developers, web browser developers, operating system
(“OS”) developers, and app developers for the business model that supports “Free” software which is
Surveillance Capitalism. Did I just say that?
Oh wait, I forgot to mention that so called “Free” apps are designed to be corporate surveillance and data
mining tools used by predatory data driven product developers who are interested in cultivating a product
user’s Digital DNA to exploit for financial gain.
No wonder senior executives of tech giants such as Apple, Google, Microsoft, Amazon, and Facebook are
billionaires. The problem is that they are making their billions off of our personal and professional Digital
DNA in exchange for the use of a “Free” app.
Connected product users need to realize that data driven technology providers such as Apple, Google,
Microsoft, Amazon, and Facebook employ predatory surveillance and data acquisition (“data mining”)
business practices that seek to exploit the product user for financial gain at the expense of the product
user’s privacy, safety, and cyber security.
I know that this is a highly controversial statement but it is true that most tech giants today employ
predatory and exploitive business practices based on the collection of personal and professional Digital
DNA acquired from connected technology users via products such as smartphones.
Don’t take my word for any of this, one of the co-founders of Facebook, Sean Parker, publically admits
that they created Facebook to be addictive, exploitive, and harmful to the user whether that user is an
adult or child.


"It's a social-validation feedback loop ... exactly the kind of thing that a hacker like myself would come up with,
because you're exploiting a vulnerability in human psychology.“- Sean. Parker- Co-founder Facebook/Axios- November
9th, 2017.



“God only knows what it's doing to our children's brains”- Sean Parker, Axios- November 9th, 2017



"The inventors, creators — it's me, it's Mark [Zuckerberg], it's Kevin Systrom on Instagram, it's all of these people —
understood this consciously. And we did it anyway....”- Sean Parker, Axios- November 9th, 2017

Former Alphabet, Inc. (Google) Executive Chairman, Eric Schmidt, explains that Google keeps a close eye
on their Google and android OS product users plus he feels that Google customers need Google to tell
them what they should be doing:


“We don’t need you to type at all because we know where you are. We know where you’ve been. We can more or less
guess what you’re thinking about … Is that over the line?” – Google Chairman, Eric Schmidt (7.05.2016 Fox Business)



"I actually think most people don't want Google to answer their questions [...] They want Google to tell them what
they should be doing next,"- Eric Schmidt (Wall Street Journal 2010)
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Surveillance and data acquisition (“data mining”) business practices make up the core structure of the
“Free” software business model which is Surveillance Capitalism.
Did you really think that companies could generate billions in profits by providing “Free” apps, widgets,
social media platforms, and other content?
We all know nothing good is “Free” yet companies such as Apple, Google, Microsoft, and Facebook
develop and distribute “Free” software and social media platforms that generates billions of dollars in
revenue.
In the late 1990’s companies such as Google understood that if you provided a free product that could in
turn extract a valuable commodity such as a user’s electronic personal and professional online Digital DNA
that they could exploit for profits.
Apple perfected this business model by developing an OS that supported apps programmed to surveil and
data mine the product user via products that required payment to participate such as the iPod, iPhone,
and iPad which support “Free” apps, widgets, and other content.
Not to be outdone, Google followed Apple’s lead by developing the android OS which would be used to
support a multitude of app driven electronic devices including smartphones and tablet PCs that also
support “Free” apps, widgets, and other content.
Apple and Google were so dominant within the smartphone market space that former market leader
Blackberry gave up and adopted the android OS in 2015. In addition, Microsoft was also held in check to
the extent that they would adopt a surveillance and data acquisition business model to support Windows
8 & 10 which also support “Free” apps, widgets, and content.
A connected product user’s electronic personal and professional information can be describe as a person’s
“Digital DNA” since every action a person takes in regards using a connected product leaves a digital
record much like a person’s hair that can identify the individual via human DNA.
Artificial intelligence (“AI”), predictive technology, and suggestive technology cannot work without the
connected product user’s Digital DNA which is why Digital DNA is worth trillions of dollars.
Your Digital DNA coupled with AI, predictive analytics, and suggestive technology explain why your
smartphone knows so much about you for after all your smartphone is your personal and professional
telephone, PC, motion & fitness tracker, and GPS enabled map.
To understand the value of Digital DNA, let’s take a more specific look at some of the data that makes up
a person’s Digital DNA:


Location Data- data associated with an individual’s physical location.



Motion Data- data associated with an individual’s physical activity such as sleeping, sitting,
walking, running, biking, and transportation while in a vehicle, train, or even an airplane.



Fitness Data- data associated with an individual’s health such as heart rate, medical data, blood
pressure, and other health related information.
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Geo-fence Data- data that is associated with an individual’s time of arrival and time of departure
from a specific location. Your smartphone tracks you like a GPS ankle bracelet tracks a criminal.



Auto Telematics- data associated with an individual’s driving habits such as a car’s speed.



Audio and Visual Data- data associated with photos coupled with audio and visual recordings.
Audio that can identify a specific person via audio recognition.



Sensitive User Data- data associated with an individual’s personal and professional activities. This
data includes personal ID & contact info, email, email attachments, text messages, calendar data,
contact data (address book), phone & message logs, and other highly confidential information.



Biometrics- data associated with an individual’s DNA, blood, finger prints, facial characteristics,
retina, and other physical attributes that make up a person.



Keylogging & Touch Screen Activity- data associated with keyboard strokes, touches, taps, and
swipes pertaining to the use of PCs and connected products supported by touch screens.

Most apps today are a legal form of a Trojan Horse Malware programmed to collect the connected product
user’s “Digital DNA” from products such as app driven connected phones and PCs. Your confidential
“Digital DNA” is being lawfully hacked while you are reading this article.
“Digital DNA” is collected so that the connected product developer can exploit the “Digital DNA” for
financial gain at the expense of the product user’s privacy which is why Silicon Valley CEO’s are by the
most part billionaires. Did you really think that a person can become a billionaire by giving away free
stuff?
At the end of the day, Silicon Valley CEOs do not value a person as a customer. Silicon Valley CEO’s value
a person as a potential product to be exploited for financial gain via the person’s “Digital DNA”. In other
words a connected product user is simply an “Uncompensated Information Producer” who is exploited by
the very companies the user patronizes with their trust, loyalty, and hard earned money.
We are constantly told to protect our “Digital DNA” from hackers but we are never told to protect our
“Digital DNA” from tech giants who are responsible for the development of intrusive and exploitive
connected technology such as apps that are programmed to surveil and data mine the product user for
financial gain.
To understand intrusive and exploitive surveillance and data acquisition business practices, one much first
understand how intrusive and exploitive apps really work.
Below are graphic examples that will explain how intrusive and exploitive apps are designed to work:
Figure 1.0*- Uncontrollable Preinstalled Apps are Enabled to Control Sensors and Hardware:
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*Phone Image is from the Department of Homeland Security Study on Mobile Device Security Published in April of 2017

Figure 1.2- Uncontrollable Preinstalled Apps are Programmed to Data Mine Location Data, Motion Data,
Auto Telematics, Fitness Data, Geo-fence Data, and Sensitive User Data:
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According to Sean Parker and Eric Schmidt, “Free” software such as apps and social media platforms are
not “Free” at all. “Free” apps and social media come at a great cost in terms of privacy, cyber security,
and product user exploitation.
Collectively your “Digital DNA” can reveal everything about your personal and professional life. All
connected products reveal detailed and confidential information about the user especially a connected
smartphone, tablet PC, and PC.
A telephone, computer, motion & fitness tracker, and GPS map are the gateway to a person’s personal
and professional life. Tech giants have found a way to lawfully surveil and data mine a person via
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exploitive terms of use coupled with uncontrollable preinstalled surveillance and data mining technology
that support connected products such as smartphones, tablet PCs, PCs, vehicles, wearable technology,
and automated voice technology.
Next time that you use your smartphone, tablet PC, or PC, ask yourself this question:
“Is the connected device a smartphone, tablet PC, or PC, or is the connected device a corporate surveillance
and data mining tool used by the developers to exploit the product user for financial gain at the expense
of the user’s privacy?”
It is astonishing to me that companies and government entities are adopting intrusive connected products
that are supported by exploitive technology programmed to surveil and data mine the product user.
Don’t take my word for any of this, just read the preinstalled android app permissions that support
uncontrollable preinstalled apps the product user cannot uninstall:
Figure 2- App Permissions that Support Apps Programed to Monitor the User plus Control Hardware:

Figure 3- App Permissions that Support Apps Programmed to Collect Sensitive User Data:

Figure 4- App Permissions that Support Apps Programmed to Surveil the Product User:
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It should be obvious to cyber security professionals that intrusive and exploitive connected technology
pose privacy concerns and cyber security threats to the user, company, and government entity.
Now that you know connected products such as smartphones are neither private nor secure, how can
“Digital DNA” be harmful to privacy and cyber security?
Your “Digital DNA” can be harmful due to the fact that your “Digital DNA” can reveal:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)
m)

Communication (Professional & Personal)
Location Data (Professional & Personal)
Medical Conditions (Adult & Child)
Legal Matters (Professional & Personal)
Classified Information
Information Governed by Legal Agreements such as NDAs and Confidential Employment
Agreements
Patent Information Pertaining to New Product Developments
Information Governed by Industry and Cyber Security Standards such as NERC-CIP (utility), FIPs
(federal govt.), and enterprise cyber security standards
Customer and Prospect Information
Confidential HR Related Employee Information
Social Security Information
Passwords and PIN Numbers
And the List Goes On………………

There are real cyber security threats in regards to surveillance and data acquisition business practices that
need to be addressed by cyber security professionals, IT professionals, business leaders, the FTC, FCC,
DHS, law makers, and other relevant agencies.
Government officials and business leaders who work within the defense industry, critical infrastructure,
and public safety need to be aware that consumer grade connected technology is neither private nor
secure.
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The military recently found out that devices such as Fit Bit were exposing classified location data to the
world via online published heat maps.
I advise my clients plus the Department of Homeland Security not to use consumer grade connected
technology in an environment that is governed by legal agreements, industry and cyber security
standards, and laws that govern confidential information such as client attorney privilege, medical
information, and classified information.
There are numerous unauthorized third-parties collecting and using your personal & professional “Digital
DNA” for financial gain at the expense of your privacy. Don’t take my word for it, T-Mobile admits it:
“We, too, remember a time before smartphones when it was reasonable to conclude that when you
activated service with T-Mobile that only T-Mobile would have access to our personal
information. However, with the Samsung Galaxy Note, the iPhone, and many other devices, there are
indeed a variety of parties that may collect and use information.” — T-Mobile Privacy Team (November
6th, 2015/FCC Consumer Complaint #423849 Filed by Rex M. Lee/Public Record).
I would like to say that I’m not telling people to stop using app driven connected technology supported
by the android OS, Apple iOS, and Microsoft Windows OS. People will have to make that decision on
their own based on the evidence and admissions from tech executives and former employees of tech
giants.
I’m also not stating that any company mentioned is unlawfully collecting personal and professional
information. In addition, I’m not saying any company mentioned is unlawfully misusing information.
I’m simply advocating transparency of surveillance and data acquisition business practices and for an
Electronic Bill of Rights that will return control of connected technology to the product owner and/or
user for privacy purposes and cyber security.
In closing, “Is it the year 2018 or 1984?”
Rex M. Lee- Freelance Technology Journalist.
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